
Communiqués de presse
IBM dévoile le nouveau mainframe pour Clouds hybrides cryptés

• Le serveur le plus sécurisé au monde, construit pour le cloud hybride, disponible pour les
entreprises de taille moyenne (I) • Le système crypte les données deux fois plus vite que la
génération précédente ; la nouvelle fonction z Systems d’analyse de cybersécurité identifie les
comportements malveillants en se basant sur les comportements mémorisés (II) • Les solutions de
sécurité d’IBM et de ses partenaires garantissent maintenant une protection renforcée totale du
réseau

Paris - 16 févr. 2016: IBM (NYSE: IBM) a dévoilé aujourd'hui un nouveau mainframe qui apporte aux
entreprises de taille moyenne la sécurité du cryptage des données sans dégradation des performances du
système.

 

Le nouveau système, IBM z13s, est adapté et optimisé pour les environnements de cloud hybride et peut aider
à sécuriser les données et les transactions critiques encore mieux qu’auparavant. IBM a également annoncé de
nouveaux partenariats en matière de sécurité et des innovations fortement intégrées pour le mainframe :

 

 

Une sécurité intégrée dans le matériel – le nouveau z13s a des fonctionnalités avancées de cryptographie
intégrées dans le matériel qui lui permettent de crypter et décrypter des données deux fois plus
rapidement que les générations précédentes, protégeant ainsi l'information sans compromettre les
performances.

 

Des capacités de sécurité intelligente – IBM intègre la technologie mainframe avec les solutions logicielles
d'IBM Security pour créer les bases plus solides d’une infrastructure de cloud hybride. IBM propose
également un nouveau service d’analyse de cyber sécurité aux clients z Systems qui peut aider à identifier
les activités malveillantes en apprenant le comportement de l'utilisateur au cours du temps.

 

Un écosystème de partenaires élargi – IBM travaille en collaboration avec les leaders dans l'industrie de la
cybersécurité à travers le programme de partenariat « Ready for IBM Security Intelligence» pour aider à
fournir des solutions d’entreprise et des offres adaptées aux besoins des clients. Les nouveaux partenaires
pour z Systems sont BlackRidge Technology, Forcepoint (une joint-venture de Raytheon et Vista Equity
Partners) et RSM Partners.

Comme l’entreprise numérique devient la norme et les transactions augmentent, la nécessité d'accroître la
sécurité est devenue primordiale. L'entreprise typique peut faire face en moyenne à 81 millions d’incidents de
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sécurité par an (III). Les incidents et les menaces augmentent et évoluent au fur et à mesure que les entreprises
accroissent les interactions avec leurs réseaux à travers les terminaux mobiles et les réseaux cloud, l'analyste
IDC de l’industrie prévoyant un taux d’adoption du cloud hybride par les entreprises de 80% d'ici 2017 (IV). Les
cybercriminels aujourd’hui manipulent les données, plutôt que de les voler, compromettant leur exactitude et
leur fiabilité (V). Le z13s permet d'accéder aux API et micro-services dans un cloud hybride tout en gardant
intacte l’intégrité des données.

IBM Global Financing et son réseau de partenaires vous proposent des solutions de financement sur mesure,
attractives et flexibles. Elles s'alignent sur les besoins de chaque client qui souhaite migrer d'un ancien serveur
vers un z13, passer un System z existant en contrat de location, tout en mettant à jour la technologie ou en
achetant un nouveau z13. Les offres promotionnelles d'IBM Global Financing peuvent inclure des différés de
paiement de 90 jours pour les clients éligibles.

Pour en savoir plus sur IBM Security : http://www-03.ibm.com/security/fr/fr/, Blog US
: https://securityintelligence.com/

Suivez notre actualité sur Twitter @IBMSecurityFR

Pour en savoir plus sur l'offre IBM z Systems : http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/fr/z/index.html

Suivez notre actualité sur Twitter @IBMSystemsHW_Fr

 

                                                                  ###

IBM Unveils New Mainframe for Encrypted Hybrid Clouds

World's most secure server, built for hybrid cloud, available for mid-sized organizations (i)
System encrypts data at twice the speed of previous generations, new z Systems Cyber Security analytics
identify malicious behavior based on learned behaviors (ii)
IBM and partner security solutions now provide stronger total network protection

ARMONK, NY - 05 Nov 2015: IBM (NYSE: IBM) today unveiled a new mainframe, bringing the security of data
encryption without slowing down system performance to mid-sized organizations.

The new system, IBM z13s, is enabled and optimized for hybrid cloud environments and can help secure critical
information and transactions better than before. IBM also announced new security partnerships and highly
integrated innovations for the mainframe:

Security embedded into hardware – The new z13s has advanced cryptography features built into the
hardware that allow it to encrypt and decrypt data twice as fast as previous generations, protecting
information without compromising performance.
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Intelligent security capabilities – IBM is integrating mainframe technology with IBM Security software
solutions to create a more secure foundation for a hybrid cloud infrastructure. IBM also is offering a new
Cyber Security Analytics service to z Systems customers that can help identify malicious activity by
learning user behavior over time.

 

Expanded partner ecosystem – IBM is working with leaders in the cyber security industry through the
“Ready for IBM Security Intelligence” partner program to help deliver enterprise-wide solutions and
offerings tailored to specific client needs. The new partners for z Systems
are BlackRidge Technology, Forcepoint (a joint venture of Raytheon and Vista Equity Partners) and RSM
Partners.

As digital business becomes the standard and transactions increase, the need for increased security has
become paramount. The typical enterprise can face an average of 81 million security incidents annually.(iii) The
incidents and threats are escalating and evolving as companies increase interactions to their network through
mobile devices and cloud networks, with industry analyst IDC forecasting 80 percent enterprise hybrid cloud
adoption by 2017.(iv) Cyber criminals nowadays are manipulating data, rather than stealing it, compromising its
accuracy and reliability.(v) The z13s provides access to APIs and microservices in a hybrid cloud setting while
keeping data integrity intact.

“Fast and secure transaction processing is core to the IBM mainframe, helping clients grow their digital business
in a hybrid cloud environment,” said Tom Rosamilia, senior vice president, IBM Systems . “With the new
IBM z13s, clients no longer have to choose between security and performance. This speed of secure
transactions, coupled with new analytics technology helping to detect malicious activity and integrated IBM
Security offerings, will help mid-sized clients grow their organization with peace of mind.”

Mainframe portfolio deepens security capabilities

IBM’s z13s, the new entry point to the z Systems portfolio for enterprises of all sizes, is packed with security
innovations.

z Systems can encrypt sensitive data without compromising transactional throughput and response time,
eliminating what has traditionally been a barrier for IT departments in implementing encryption. The z13s
includes an updated cryptographic and tamper-resistant hardware-accelerated cryptographic coprocessor cards
with faster processors and more memory, providing encryption at twice the speed as previous mid-range
systems. This means clients can process twice as many high-volume, cryptographically-protected transactions
as before without compromising performance. This equates to processing twice as many online or mobile device
purchases in the same time helping to lower the cost per transaction.

z Systems clients can take advantage of the z Systems Cyber Security Analytics offering, which delivers an
advanced level of threat monitoring based on behavior analytics. The solution, being developed by IBM
Research, learns user behaviors and is then able to detect anomalous patterns on the platform, alerting
administrators to potential malicious activity. Along with IBM® Security QRadar® security software, which can
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correlate data from more than 500 sources to help organizations determine if security-related events are simply
anomalies or potential threats, z Systems now delivers breakthrough intelligent security solutions that offer end-
to-end protection based on advanced analytics. z Systems Cyber Security Analytics service will be available as a
no-charge, beta offering for z13 and z13s customers.

IBM Multi-factor Authentication for z/OS (MFA) is now available on z/OS. The solution adds another layer of
security by requiring privileged users to enter a second form of identification, such as a PIN or randomly
generated token, to gain access to the system. This is the first time MFA has been tightly integrated in the
operating system, rather than through an add-on software solution. This level of integration is expected to
deliver more streamlined configuration and better stability and performance.

 

Enhanced security for the hybrid cloud

Hybrid cloud infrastructure offers advantages in flexibility but can also present new vulnerabilities. With more
than half of all attackers coming from the inside, organizations must automate monitoring, removing human
error or meddling.vi To address this, IBM is integrating the mainframe with IBM Security solutions that address
privileged identity management, sensitive data protection and integrated security intelligence. When paired
with z Systems, these solutions can allow clients to establish end-to-end security in their hybrid cloud
environment.

IBM Security Identity Governance and Intelligence can help prevent inadvertent or malicious internal data loss
by governing and auditing access based on known policies while granting access to those who have been
cleared as need-to-know users. IBM® Security Guardium uses analytics to help ensure data integrity by
providing intelligent data monitoring, which tracks which users are accessing what specific data, helping quickly
identify threat sources in the event of a breach. IBM Security zSecure and QRadar use real-time alerts to focus
on the identified critical security threats that matter the most to the business.

Security partner ecosystem expands to mainframe platform

Total system security requires deep knowledge of specific industries and threats. That is why IBM is working
with other leaders in the field to augment its own solutions. IBM’s strategic partnership program for security,
“Ready for IBM Security Intelligence,” now includes more software applications from key ISVs integrating their
solutions for z Systems. As the program extends to z Systems, it will provide an additional layer of protection
and access governance to critical applications, resources and data that reside on the mainframe.

BlackRidge Technology delivers identity-based network security that operates before network connections
are established and security defenses engage at the application layer. BlackRidge determines and
authenticates user or device identity on the first packet before network connections are established. This
provides the equivalent of secure caller ID for the network that allows only identified and authorized users
or devices access to enterprise systems, stopping known and even unknown threats.

 

http://blackridge.us/news/press/blackridge-extends-identity-based-network-security-to-clouds-and-mainframes?cm_mc_uid=53550253667814431683653&cm_mc_sid_50200000=1455618306


Forcepoint’s Trusted Thin Client® secures sensitive and mission critical data at the endpoint – where it is
most at risk. With a read-only endpoint device, there is no residual data on the device – if compromised
nothing can be stolen or leaked.

 

RSM Partners offers deep expertise in application readiness, penetration testing and security reviews. It
also has software products that help ease security administration and provide dashboards that give a view
into an organization’s overall mainframe security posture.

Banco do Nordeste, Latin America’s largest regional development bank, has purchased two new z Systems to
support its growing mobile and banking automation transformations. Security, and specifically fraud prevention,
is a primary concern for the bank. With z Systems as a core part of its technology infrastructure, it can use
analytics capabilities to detect anomalies and prevent fraud.

“As our business continues to grow, we need a computing platform that can grow with us – while at the same
time offering the security and reliability banks require,” said Claudio Freire, Superintendent of
Information Technology, Banco do Nordeste. “The combination of performance and security on the
mainframe with the openness of Linux provides us with an optimal platform to analyze user engagement and
manage massive amounts of sensitive client data while keeping it secure.”

The new z13s’ planned availability will be March of this year. IBM Global Financing leases and payment plans
are available from IBM and IBM Business Partners and provide flexible terms and conditions that can be tailored
to meet each customer's needs to upgrade from older models to z13s, convert an owned z system to leasing
while upgrading or acquiring a net new z13s. Promotional offers include 90 days deferred payment for new
credit-qualified customers.

###

Partner Quotes:

BlackRidge

“Key to protecting the enterprise and new cloud deployments is managing access at the earliest possible time
based on user and device identity. Even being able to identify endpoints via network scanning can be an entry
point for malicious hackers, whose methods are becoming more and more advanced. As a member of the Ready
for IBM Security Intelligence partner program for z Systems, we have been able to offer our identity-based
network protection for the mainframe to provide a new level of protection against today’s advanced threats.”
– Bob Graham, CEO, BlackRidge Technology

Forcepoint

“The vast majority of security concerns today revolve around the endpoint device. No matter how secure the
infrastructure is, if endpoints are not secure, vulnerabilities exist,” said Ed Hammersla, Chief Strategy Officer at
Forcepoint and President, Forcepoint Federal. “By integrating Forcepoint Trusted Thin Client with an IBM z
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Systems mainframe customers will benefit from a highly secure environment that will help prevent leakage of
sensitive data at the endpoint.”

RSM Partners

“Cyber threats are constantly changing and evolving as attackers look for new ways to compromise systems. By
working with IBM, RSM Partners is able to use its expertise in mainframe security to help organizations take full
advantage of new technology to build comprehensive solutions that stay ahead of new threats.” – Mark
Wilson, Director, RSM Partners

 Footnotes

(i) Based on Common Criteria EAL5+ security rating for z Systems mainframe; May the Cyber Security Force be
with You, a Solitaire Interglobal Ltd study; and 2015 Global Server Hardware and Server OS Reliability Survey, a
joint survey by ITIC and Strategy Analytics.

(ii) Based on IBM tests of z/OS and hardware performance that showed the CryptoExpress5S card to be capable
of delivering more than 21,000 full SSL handshake operations per second, per card using System SSL; and
internal lab measurements that show the Central Processor Assist for Cryptographic Function (CPACF) has been
optimized to provide up to 2.3x faster encryption functions on z13s when compared to zBC12.

(iii) Based on “IBM 2015 Cyber Security Intelligence Index”

(iv) IDC, “IDC FutureScape – Worldwide Cloud 2015 Predictions – Mastering the Raw Material of Digital
Transformation,” Doc # 259840, November, 2015.

(v) Based on National Security Administration testimony, September 2015.

(vi) Based on IBM 2015 Cyber Security Intelligence Index.
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